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The Empty
Chat Room
Who cannot recall being a young adolescent? The sense of excitement, the
emotional highs and lows were real and very palpable. As parents and
teachers of 12 – 13 year olds it is difficult to put ourselves back in time and
experience that age with all its challenges, fears and experimentation.
Growing up in a small town in the Free State, many years ago, I seem to
remember hours of golden sunshine playing in the park, or at the river
swimming and talking to friends, girls and boys. Time seemed endless. Space
abounded, and we were free, within reason, to come and go as we pleased. We
inhabited the public spaces and adults seemed to be absent. Our family rule:
be sure you’re home by the time your father got home from work.

This evening (Friday) from 5-9pm
We have Vintage clothing, Soul play, Menck
Clothing, Henna, as well as, many second-hand
clothing and bric-a-brac stalls!
Please support the Class 10s!

Lost Property Sale
All unclaimed items
will be sold on
Thursday 3 August, between 12h30 - 13h00.
------------------------------------

Flowers for our Foyers
Monday 31 July

Ndzhukule and Netto families

Monday 7 August

Ngwenya and Ngxumsa families

Although adults did seem to be absent, in reality they were everywhere - from
the caring rugby coach, to the teacher who knew you had bunked school to
play “klei-latte” down at the river, the next door neighbour whose peach tree
shared the garden, to the ubiquitous “bioscope” usherette, with her powerful
torch, making sure all was above board in the back row of the movie on a
Saturday afternoon. In fact adults were the curators of our time and place.
Public places were more in the nature of a commons; children were seen by the
‘village’. Adults gave us boundaries, and also reasons to rebel.
It is clear we cannot return to the past. Young adolescents face a world of
challenges unique to their age, and with parents working long and far away
hours, and with few safe places for children on the streets and in public spaces,
it has become more difficult for young adults to talk, meet and hang out.
Except, perhaps, cyber space.
It seems so secure: your child is at home safe in his room, you know the friends
he is chatting to, you can monitor what goes down… a warm friendly public
space, surely? But, as we know from the examples set in our political life, one
careless text can haunt lives long after the chat room has moved on to other
‘friends’.
Most chat rooms are peer administrated. Often, the skill and experience
needed to know when to pull back from a precipice, to read tone and nuance,
to de-escalate a conversation is wholly lacking. They are not public spaces
where loving adults are present.
They can be useful tools of communication, but for children to develop
relationships, chat rooms feel increasingly to be very lonely places to leave our
children in.
Vincent Message
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Trustees 2017/2018
Anne-Marie Winkelman; BA (RAU), HED
(UNISA), Waldorf Diploma (CCE) joined
Michael Oak at the beginning of 2011
and is an ex-Michael Mount pupil. She is
a Kindergarten teacher, a College
member and serves on Buildcom.
Clive Goodchild-Brown; CA (SA) SAIPA has
a son in Class 3. He is a Chartered
Accountant and has owned an
accounting and tax practice for the past
18 years. He has served on Fincom for 3
½ years and is currently the Treasurer.
Eitan Prince; BJourn, MA and PGDHE
(Rhodes) has a daughter in Class 4. He
is a communications professional,
working in the environmental sector,
and has a background in tertiary
education, having lectured in
Journalism and Media Studies at Rhodes
University.
Garth Solomon; Bcom BCompt (Hons) CA
(SA) has a son in Class 6, and daughters
in Class 3 and Kindergarten. Garth has
many years of commercial experience
having served on the boards of a
number of different listed and unlisted
businesses over this time. He joined the
Trustees in 2010 and chairs the Board
as well as the Risk and Remuneration
Committees.
Leigh Whitesman; BA HDE (PG Sec),
Waldorf Diploma (CCE) has been
teaching for 31 years and joined
Michael Oak High School in 2001 as
English, History and Life Orientation
teacher. She took over a class in Class 5
and then began with her second group

of children who are now in Class 5. Both
her daughters attended Michael Oak
from Kindergarten to Class 10.
Mandy Barnett; BSc Hons PhD has a son
in Class 3 and a daughter in Class 2. She
joined to Board in 2016 and is a
member of Remcom. She works for
National Government in Climate
Change Adaptation and is passionate
about turning ideas into action. She has
21 years of experience supporting
implementation partnerships and
communities of practice and their
associated governance and operational
systems.
Richard Cox; has been a teacher at
Michael Oak since 1989 and currently
teaches History, Religion Studies and
crafts in the high school and is a
member of College. For part of his time
Richard is the school coordinator and
consequently a member of a number of
the working groups in the school. He
also has many years’ experience as a
Trustee and is a member of many of the
sub-committees of the board.
Trisha Lord; BA (Hons) (UKC) in Drama and
English has a son in Class 12. She has
spent the last 31 years working in the
field of developing human potential.
She works as a coach, facilitator and
teacher, specialising in Nancy Kline’s
methodology: The Thinking
Environment. She is a member of the
Global Faculty of Thinking Environment
Teachers. She teaches on the Post
Graduate Diploma in Coaching at the

South African College of Applied
Psychology. Trisha is a member of
Sustcom.
Camilla Thorogood; BSocSc has a son in
Class 2. She is writing her MPhil in food
security and the informal economy and
consulting for various organisations as
a researcher, writer and project
manager. Camilla joined the board in
2017 and supports the fundraising and
marketing committee activities.
Helen Malgas; BA; PGDipMgmt ; MA
(Counselling Psychology) Helen has a
son in Class 3 and a daughter in
Kindergarten. She works as a
Counselling Psychologist in private
practice and is employed part-time at
the South African College of Applied
Psychology; the University of Cape
Town and the City of Cape Town. Prior
to her training as a psychologist Helen
worked in the corporate sector as an HR
Manager. She has served on the
boards of various NPOs.
Ushma Mehta; B Pharm, PharmD, DrPH.
Ushma has a son in class 1. She is a
senior researcher at the School of
Public Health and Family Medicine at
UCT and has been involved in the
regulation of medicines and monitoring
their safety in South Africa for more
than 20 years. She has a keen interest in
promoting science in education and
exploring how education can prepare
children for the challenges and
opportunities they face in the 21st
century.

Dear Michael Oak Community,
Our Zip Zap Fundraiser is next Saturday 5 August so do invite all your
friends and family to this amazing show!
The students at Zip Zap are incredible and you should not miss the
opportunity of seeing them!
Our Michael Oak Matrics have taken on this fundraiser and the proceeds
will be split between the Nikiwe Nqiwa Fund (Bursary Fund) and their Matric
Farewell. Do support these great causes!
Please see the poster alongside for details.
Tickets can be secured by EFT or cash payment.
You can secure your tickets by making an EFT payment to:
Michael Oak School Fundraising
Standard Bank
Acc: 071885382
Branch code: 025109
Ref: ZIPZAP and your name
Email tickets@michaeloak.org. proof of payment.

For any additional information contact:
tickets@michaeloak.org.za
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BOOKS

Malawi
Bawo

for the Fair

One can feel quite despondent about the times and place we live in, with daily stories of
aggression and violence, but there are also seemingly small moments that are
enriching and positive which carry us forward. Here is a story of one of those
experiences for me:
At work we have a Malawian gardener, called Faduwick*, affectionately known as Fadu.
Many times we would have lunch with him under our guava tree. One such occasion
Adrian jumped up exclaiming, “Fadu, I have a present for you from the auction!” He
appeared a few minutes later with a compact little wooden game that folded together
and had the word “Bawo” carved on the front. Bawo, or Bao, derived from Swahili
simply means ‘game’, and is one of the Mancala games played in many parts of Africa. A
number of varieties and levels are played and in some places there are large and
exciting contests and masters of the game are held in high respect.

Dear Parents
And if you want to give your words books - another life, this can happen in
the Bookstall at the Fair!
Thank you for the wonderful donations
that have come in recently!
Derina
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Fadu, of course, was delighted with the set and I immediately asked him to teach me
how to play. There were no beans, which would have been traditionally used, so we
picked up tiny pebbles from the ground and so the lesson began, starting with 2 little
pebbles in each carved hole.
There was one stumbling block, however as Fadu’s English is limited and my two words
of Chichewa (Muli bwanji?) were not quite going to see me through as Bawo champion!
So I remained utterly confused regardless of his patience, but fortunately google is a
good friend of mine and after researching many confusing explanations of the rules of
the games I finally stumbled upon a brilliant person who had created a Bawo computer
game! (Shhh don’t tell the Waldorf teachers!)
I thus played against the computer until I got the gist of it and now lunchtime on
Wednesday has become Bawo day! (I never did tell Fadu how I really learned!)
I had never considered that playing a game could be so powerful in rising above
cultural and language differences; we have laughed and teased each other through
every game, whilst he has patiently set me straight on every silly move I made.
Furthermore bawo, as a counting game, has given me insight into Faduwick’s keen
mathematical brain that is always 3 steps ahead of mine. Something I would never have
discovered whilst talking about the vegetable garden or the compost! Which leaves me
thinking about how many other indigenous systems of teaching are unknown to us who
are absorbed in Western ways of doing things.
In the last few weeks, as Faduwick has been preparing to return to Malawi for a few
months he asked if he could take the Bawo game with him.
“Will you bring it back?” I asked.
“No,” he said.

GUITAR LESSONS at MICHAEL OAK

Miles Sievwright
onesquaremiles@gmail.com
082 259 1555
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Bring your
OLD BATTERIES
Please bring your old batteries and
drop them in the tin provided at
Reception. Let's keep all those
poisons out of landfill!

Oh well, I remembered that it was
a gift for him after all and I had
received many a gift in return and
so on Wednesday last week, I
wished him well as he set off
delighted with his compact little
carved bawo set, both returning to
where they came from. I did feel
sad, but Fadu will return and I’m sure I can twist the arm of some Waldorf child to make
us another beautiful Bawo game….
Sandy Mitchell
*I did try and find out the correct spelling of his name, but the language barrier prevented
this, so apologies to any Chichewa speakers!

See : www.bawogame.com/online.html
To our growing consciousness. Love – the Diversity Group
Send us your thoughts, to michaeloakdiversity@gmail.com
This is an opinion column. Views expressed here are of the individual/s who wrote the article
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Alumni News
CLASS 1 PLUS XHOSA SUBJECT TEACHER
REQUIRED
Dassenberg Waldorf School seeks a suitably qualified Waldorf teacher to
commence work as soon as possible.
The successful applicant must meet the following criteria:

Tatiana Thaele is a “passionate soloist, chamber musician and
orchestral flautist” (Cape Argus 7 April 2017). She has appeared
as a soloist with various orchestras across the country, including
the KZN and Cape Town Philharmonic orchestras. In 2016 she
was a semi-finalist for the Samro overseas scholarship
competition as well as the second-prize winner of ATKV-Muziq,
winning an additional prize for the best performance of a South
African work.

Michael Oak
Pajama Day
Friday 4 August 2017: WOW Day
WALDORF ONE WORLD!
Support Waldorf Schools around the
world while wearing your pajamas!

Be fluent in English as well as Xhosa
Have appropriate academic qualifications, with SACE registration
Be willing to adapt to the ethos of Waldorf Education
Be creative, innovative and enthusiastic and display a definite willingness to
adapt easily to various situations
Have a real interest in children and their development
Kindly submit your CV and Motivational Letter detailing your experience and
qualifications as a (Waldorf) Teacher.
SAXONWOLD ROAD Tel: 021 572 1105,
Fax No: 021 572 2175 – Fax No: 086 538 8015
P.O. Box 1714 Dassenberg 7350
Email:info@dassenbergwaldorf.org.za

Community Notices
BOTTLES and BOXES
FOR SALE
I have 400 cardboard boxes at R1.50
each (each box takes 6 Juice Bottles) ;
and 160 x 300 ml PET (food grade) Juice
bottles with Tamper proof closures at
R0.75 each. All brand new. Contact Rory
at rory@drmbiz.co.za or 082 898 9154.

OLD WOOL JERSEYS
I know just how annoying it is to discover
moth-holes in precious jerseys. If this
has happened to you, please consider
giving them to me before you throw
them away. I am starting a new hobby!
It doesn’t matter how damaged or what
colour or shape, as long as they are real
wool. Lesley Swart 076 618 1259.

SHOPPING BAGS WANTED
Dress in your favourite pajamas

I am asking for Spar or PicknPay, Woolworths, shopping bags to recycle
(especially Spar Bags). They can drop them off in the office area outside
Gen's office (I've checked with her) in a marked crate. Thank you! Zola
Ndimande (Class 3 mom) Parents can contact me at 084 442 6700.

and be comfy all day….

EGG BOXES WANTED!

Bring R10 to support Waldorf

I'd appreciate any old egg boxes (the cardboard ones) that you no longer
need. I'll be using them for eco-insulation, in a new space that I am
creating at the Cob House. There will be a large box on the front stoep,
outside the office that you can drop them in. THANK YOU, Carey Louisa.

schools if you can.
Prizes for outrageous and fun outfits!
Some of the schools that are supported
by WOW day are in South Africa:
Zenzeleni School in Khayelitsha
Lesedi School in Limpopo Province

ADVERTISEMENTS:
Donations for Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers are expected to offer a contribution towards
our Bursary Fund.
There is a Donations box at Reception for a donation of your choice. Alternatively
please use the bank account details below for an EFT transfer:
Standard Bank, Branch code: 025109. Acc. No.: 071885382
Acc Name: Michael Oak School Fundraising.
Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Please note that all adverts (classifieds or display) will only be published
in the Leaflet for a maximum of 3 insertions per term.
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CLASS 8 and 9

Basket Weaving

With supplies of cane restored we were
able to resume weaving classes this year.
Hopefully we will have uninterrupted
supplies in the years ahead!

Merry Christmas!!!

Wait... What?.…A bit early isn't it?

The Santa Shoebox Project
Last year we managed to pledge over 120 boxes and this year we hope to do more.
Please follow the link below to sign-up as part of Michael Oak.
We will receive the sponsorship details from Santa Shoebox and pass them onto you.

Link: https://goo.gl/forms/
Opinions in this newsletter belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za Editor Charles Abbott.
To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please e-mail to cabbott@michaeloak.org.za
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Please support our IPMT for AFRICA 2017!
Follow the link : https://addabit.com/fund/ipmt.africa2017
We are raising funds for our International Postgraduate Medical Training (IPMT) in South Africa - the
international course leading to certification as a Doctor of Anthroposophic Medicine.
Our mission is to raise money to host representative from all over Africa to participate in our IPMT 5 module,
where we will have the opportunity to join and unite in how to address the unique needs in the healing and
raising of consciousness of the African Continent within the sphere of Anthroposophical Medicine.
With your support, this major event can become possible.

For more information, please contact Julia O’Leary 076 904 7632 or Galina Kotzuba 076 882 2838

Hermanus Waldorf School

Middle School
Sciences Teacher

CLASS 4 TEACHER
Hermanus Waldorf School, situated in Sandbaai, is looking for a Class 4
Teacher to start 1 September 2017. The successful applicant must be:• A Senior Primary qualified School Teacher
• SACE registered
• Prepared to undergo further training in Waldorf methods and
curriculum
• Have an enthusiastic, energetic and creative approach to teaching
children
• Self-motivated and have the ability to work as part of a team
Applications can be sent by:
Email: info@hermanuswaldorf.co.za
Fax: 086 247 4279
Only SACE registered and appropriate candidates will be contacted
CLOSING DATE: 15/08/2017

Mooiplaats, Pretoria

We are seeking an innovative and suitably qualified Middle School teacher to join our College of
Teachers. The position will involve teaching grade 7 to 9 students Natural Science and Social Science
Main Lessons, as well as some additional Technology and Life Orientation lessons.
A hardworking and enthusiastic teaching professional with excellent subject knowledge and a sound
understanding of the Waldorf curriculum, or willingness to be mentored in Waldorf Education will
enjoy working in this dynamic environment.
The applicant will be a motivated individual with a keen interest in encouraging and inspiring
students to love learning and make the field of Science come alive in the classroom.
Suitable candidates will:
•

have a BEd (specialising in Natural Sciences) or a BSc and PGCE qualification

•

be SACE-registered

•

commit to ongoing training in Waldorf education

Please submit your curriculum vitae, a cover letter with a brief motivation why you choose to be a
Waldorf educator and three references by email to:
Zelde Rischmüller, Business Manager, info@thewaldorfschool.co.za
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EXTRAMURAL ART CLASSES
The emphasis is on fostering creativity, self-esteem and enjoyment of
art, while learning techniques and a sense of aesthetics. On offer are a
variety of media, themes as well as 2-D and 3-D projects, including
those about the natural environment (Sue’s speciality).
Our artworks are stimulated by South African and other artists, as well
as recent exhibitions and current topics, such as our own Gabrielle
Raaff’s exhibition of delicate ink and water-based oil colouristic
paintings inspired by our Cape Town greenbelts and the launch of Walk
Together on Mandela Day. Last term, we went straight into our main
project of painting with thicker types of paints.
This term, projects will be chosen from sculpture techniques including
clay, drawing on canvas with a different theme, mixed media art, chalk
pastel work, painting in inks, sketching techniques as well as
naturecraft art for the younger ones.
Days and times, 3rd term's art classes (1 session per week).
Children may come to the classroom used for art straight after

Dear Friends,

Block 4: 24 July to 4 September (can still join 31 July)
The Western Cape winter often lingers long, testing our perseverance to manage
the cold. But already now, one month after the solstice, there are small but sure
signs that the activity deep in the Earth will result in much delicate and abundant
blooming soon.
So, put your eurythmy shoes on and join this dedicated adult group that dances
the cold away and celebrate the turning of the seasons. In Block 4 we will move
to piano accompaniment and enjoy working on a group form that requires quick
thinking.
Mondays 6 to 7 pm, Sophia House, 18 Firfield Road, Plumstead
Cost: 7 weeks - R700 (2 x R350)
With warmest greetings,
Cobie Roelvert

Term 3

school (Class 8 room). Classes start 28 July. Children may join at
the second lesson. Missed lessons can be made up.
● Friday 12.55 pm – 1.55 pm (Kindergarten, Classes 1 and 2)
● Friday 2 pm – 3 pm (Classes 3 and 4 mainly, but also Kindergarten,
Classes 1 and 2)
● Friday 2.30 pm - 3.30 pm (an overlap class for Classes 5, 6 and 7)
● Friday 3.00 pm – 4.00 pm (Classes 5, 6 and 7 or higher, as well as all
other classes)
● Saturday 10.30 am – 11.40 am, or 11.50 am if they stay for a
socialising break (6 – 13 yrs)
Also in Constantia (Wynberg side) for all age groups on Thursdays.
Fees are R790 a term, including materials and firing. Visitors or ‘try-out’
pupils are welcome at R100/lesson. For more infor contact Sue [MPhil
in Education (Teaching) UCT and trained Waldorf teacher] 021-7946609,
083-2377242 or snepgen@xsinet.co.za
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Michael Oak Calendar
NB: Class Parents’ Meetings are usually at 7.30pm

Monday

Tuesday

::: PG Playgroup :::

Wednesday

2017
KG Kindergarten :::

Thursday

PS Primary School

:::

Friday

HS High School

Saturday

Sunday

28 JULY

29

30

4

5

6

Class 10 Fundraiser
CAR BOOT SALE
5pm - 9pm

31

AUGUST

1

2

3
A.G.M.

Matric Parents Evening

7

8

Diversity Links 6.30-8pm
Diversity Group 8-9.30pm

14

10
National Women's Day

Student COA Meetings

15

16

High School Forum

22

17

23

29

4

30
COA Camp - Women ends

Coming of Age Camp -Men until Sat 2 Sep

KG Parents Meet 7.30pm

5

12

13

18

COA Camp - Men

COA Camp - Men

8

14

20

26
3
10

TERM 4 STARTS
Class 12 Projects

16

27
4
11

Class 12 Projects

17
Class 12 Dinner

23

Student COA
Follow-up Meeting

16

22

23

29
6
13

Class 12 Projects

20

Craft Workshops

21

6

1

7

HS Camps until Fri 10

22

Craft Workshops

25

31

1 OCTOBER
8
15

30
7
14

Matric Valedictory

19

24
Heritage Day

26

27

28

Trustees meet

30

17

PS Festival
TERM 3 ENDS

KG Festival 8am - 12.30pm

Links Meeting

24

10

Craft Workshops

28
5
12

18

COA Camp Women

3

9

15

21
Student COA
Follow-up Meeting

27

COA Camp - Men

Class 12 Parnets Meet

19

25
2
9

26

1 SEPTEMBER 2

Trustee, College & Fincom
Budget Meeting

Class 4 Parents Meet

20

Federation Assessments PIP Talk 10am to 12pm
Coming of Age Camp -Women until Wed 30
Coming of Age Parents Meet

Coming of Age Parents Meet

11

19
Craft Workshops

25

7

Links Meeting

Diversity Group 8-9.30pm

13

Combined Colleges meet
3pm to 6pm

COA Camp - Men

6

Diversity Links 6.30-8pm

18

31

COA Camp - Women

12

Class 10 High School
Dance

Diversity Evening

24
PG Parents Meet

Class 5&6 Parents Meet

COA Camp - Women

Coming of Age Parents Meet

Trustees

Student COA Meetings

28

11

Class 1&2 Parents Meet

Vision Testing

Class 3 Parents Meet

21

ZipZap Circus Show 1pm

9

Vision Testing

Regional meeting at CWS

NOVEMBER

8
HS Camps

29

2017 FAIR
2

3

4

Diversity Evening

9
HS Camps

5

Class 7 Play

10
HS Camps

11

HS Camps
KG Biggies' Camp

12
PIP Talk
10am to 12pm

KG Biggies' Camp

13
20

14

15

CLASS 1 TEACHER REQUIRED
21

22

16

27

28

29

19

23

24

30

Eurythmy Sharing
with CWS
1 DECEMBER

2

3

8

9

10

16
23
30
6
13

17
24
31
7
14

Have
qualifications,
KG appropriate
Sunset Picnic Waldorf
Eurythmy
Presentations with SACE registration
Eurythmy Presentations
Dresswith
Rehearsal
Interest in and identification
the Waldorf ethos of the school
4 creative innovative5and enthusiastic 6
7
Be
Shepherds'
Play
HS Soiree
Star Tree Festival
Have
a real interest
in children and their development

25

26

Class 4 Play 2.30pm

KG Biggies Farewell
TERM 4 ENDS

Letter of Application and Curriculum Vitae to:

11 The College of Teachers,
12
13 Mowbray, 7705
P.O. Box 13416,
18
Email: admin@gaiawaldorf.co.za
19
Tel.
20 021 447-0546
25
26 Applications:27
Closing date for
31 August 2017
1
JANUARY
2
3
If Applicants do not hear or receive a response within 14 days of
8
9 the application has not
10been successful.
close of application,

18
Class 5 Play 2.30pm

The Gaia Waldorf School in Pinelands seeks a suitably qualified Waldorf
Class 5 Camp TBC
Class 5 Camp TBC
Class 5 Camp TBC
teacher to commence work in January 2018. The successful
Trustees applicant
must meet the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

17

14
21
28
4
11

15
22
29
5
12

9
15
22

16
23

17
24

18
25

19
26

20
27

Imhoff Waldorf School presents ...

TERM 1 STARTS

At Kenilworth Racecourse next weekend
for full details see
www.gnosticwholisticfestival.co.za/

21
28

